1. Introduction and notations. Let (fi, (Í, ju) be a measure space and 4>: R+ -» R + be a convex function with $(0) = 0 and 4> ^ 0. Denote by L^ß, é2, ft) respectively Lg(Q, &, ¡i) the system of all /¿-equivalence classes of & -measurable functions / such that /<ï>(a|/|) d\i < oo for some a > 0 respectively for all a > 0. L^, and LJ? are linear spaces with L% c L^; if 3>(x) = x' then L4 = L^1 and we obtain the spaces Lp, p > 1. If C c L* and /6Lt denote by /i*(/|C) the system of all g E C fulfilling /W -i?|) <*/* = Ainf, /*(|/ -A|) 4».
The elements of ju4(/|C) are called best ^-approximants of/, given C. The concept of best $-approximants, given C, covers and unifies many important concepts of probability theory, e.g. the concepts in [1] , [2] , [6] ; for more details see [4] . It is known that p¿f\ C) * 0 if C is a lattice (i.e. /, g E C implies / A g, / V g £ O which is ^-closed (i.e./, £C,/6it
and/"f/ or/,1/ imply/ £ C); see Theorem 4 of [4] . In general, Ht,,(f\C) contains a lot of different elements; for instance if $(x) = x or if C is not convex. This creates problems for proving limit theorems for best i>-approximants. In special cases-i.e. for 3>(x) = xp, p > 1, and special types of C-limit results for best 4>-approximants of / given C, are easier to obtain for varying / than for varying C; but in all these cases best approximants are unique. In the general context, however, the case of varying / is more complex. There exist limit theorems for best ^-approximants of martingale type (see Theorem 21 and Theorem 22 of [4] )-i.e. limit theorems for gn E rM*(/|C") with varying C"-but there exist no continuity theorems for best 4»-approximants-i.e. limit theorems for gn £ /*«,(/"|C) with varying/,. It is the aim of this paper to close this gap. We prove a limit theorem for best ^»-approximants gn £ /*$(/, |C") where as well the functions/, as the 3>-closed lattices C" may vary with n E N. We apply this result to obtain continuity of best approximants in the Orlicz-space norm of L9. ©ËEweN». e /**(/! CJ, hmnEENg" g /t^/lCJ.
(ii) sup"eN|g"| £ ¿a,.
Proof. Let C"|C0O. We prove that for each g E /V/IC») - < hm f*(|/t A • • • A/" A / -g\) dp.
«EN
Since supneN|/n| £ L^ by assumption, (4) implies by the Theorem of Lebesgue that
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As f" -»/, sup"eN|/"| E L4 we obtain from (5) with k -» oo using on the left side the Lemma of Fatou and on the right side the Theorem of Lebesgue that (6) Ml/ -g A hm Jj dp < J$(|/ -g|) dp < oo.
From (5) we obtain that g A An>* gn e L*. As g A A">k gn < A">k gn < gk this implies
In the same way as (6) and (7) we obtain
From (7) and (7)* applied to k = 1 we obtain (ii). As C"| are ^-closed lattices we obtain with (7) (9) Ml/ -HmgJ¿/i<Hm Ml A /" -&|) dp.
In the same way we obtain (8)* V«»ei* *EN, n>k and (9)* Ml/ -Urn" gj) dp < hm Ml V /" -&|) * < oo-
Relations (8) fulfilled. Hence we obtain (11) Urn [<!>(hk + rk) dp = hm (®(hk) dp.
¿eN ieN Since *( A/" -&|) < *(l/* -&l + A fn-fk) = *Lh + rk),
(9) and (11) imply (12) Ml/ -hm g" ) </u < lim U(\fk -gk\) dp.
VI "eN / tsN
According to (12) and (10) we get limngNgB E p9(f\Cx) if we show that for all
teN ■* L et C be the set of all g E L9 fulfUling (13). Since gk E p^(fk\Ck), C¿\, fk -*f jn-a.e. and supneN|/"| E L^ it is easy to see that C is O-closed with U"ênQ C C.
Hence C«, C C, i.e.JD) holds for all g £ C. Thus hm"eNg" E p*(f\CJ is shown; the proof for lim"eN g" E jMTIQo) runs similarly (by using (9*) instead of (9)).
The martingale results, given in [4] , hold for more general functions 4> than convex functions, namely for so-called ju-functions. We do not know whether also the preceding theorem is true for this more general concept; the proof of Theorem 1 heavily uses the convexity of <S?. Approximating hmneN g" ft-a.e. by gT where t" is a sequence of finite stopping times for g", n £ N, it can be seen that Theorem 1 is true for ju-functions in the special case that C" is the system of &" -measurable functions in L9, where &" c & are a-fields, and &"1&x or &nl&x. However, this procedure fails for arbitrary <I>-closed lattices C".
If / £ L«, put 11/11* := inf{a > 0: /«(|/|/o) dp < 1}. Then || ||# is a norm on Lq and the spaces (L$, || ||*) are Banach-spaces; the well-known Orlicz spaces (see [5, p. 46] ). If C c Ij, and / 6 L4 we denote by u" ||(/|C) the set of all best || \\9-approximants of/, given C, i.e. the set of all elements g E C with ||/ -g||<t = inf{||/ -h\\9: h GC}.
The concept of best || y^-approximants and its connection with the concept of best -approximants has been investigated in [4] . If $ is strictly convex and if L9 = Lq, then for each ^»-closed convex lattice C c L* and each /E¿t there exist a unique best $-approximant and a unique best || ||*-approximant of/, given C (see Corollary 5 and Corollary 13 of [4] ), we denote these unique elements by p^ (f\C) and uN "(/IC), respectively. Hence L* B f -> /i*(/|C) £ L* and L*3/-» Mu ||(/|C) E L* are operators on L* and the following result states the || | ^-continuity of these operators.
Corollary.
Let i> be strictly convex and assume that L* = LJ°. Let C c L* be a ^-closed convex lattice and a cone. Then fi*(-|C) and pn ||(-|C) are \\ ||*-continuous operators on L*.
Proof. As L* = L*° let us at first remark that (1) IIAJI« -► 0 iff j®(a\hn\) dp^O for all a > 0.
Let now \\f" -/"H* -H>"eN 0 and N, c N be a subsequence. It suffices to prove that there exists a subsequence N2 C N, such that Together with (9) and (8) this yields (3).
For the special case that C is the system of measurable functions with respect to a a-field the assertion of Corollary 2 follows from Satz 5.10 of [3] . The methods used there are closely related to this special type of C and cannot be transferred to arbitrary ^-closed convex lattices.
The following lemmas are the main tools for the proof of Theorem 1. Since Cj is a lattice and g, E C¡ c Cj for i >j we have gy V (g>+i A • ' ' Ag") E Cj. As gj E p*(fj\Cj) we obtain (3) /$(!/;. -gj\) dp < ja^fj -gj, v (g,+1 a • • • Ag")l) dp.
Using (3) integration of (2) yields (1). This proves (i); the proof for (ii) runs by interchanging V and A-4. Lemma. Assume that L* = L*. Let 0 < hk, rk £ L* and assume that suP*en K> suP*eN rk e L9 and rk^>0 p-a.e. Then &(hk) dp -» 0. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use By the Theorem of Lebesgue (*) directly implies the assertion if we show r&+(h + r) E L,. As 0 < x$'+(x) < fö $'+(í) dt < $(2x) and L* = L£ we have g<S>'+(g) EL, if 0 < g £ L*. Applying this to g = h + r E L* we obtain /■Í>'+(A + /•) E ¿,.
